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Your Sign to Save Animals
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Order This New peta2 Merch for Spring Break!
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Will You Be Part of peta2’s Summer Outreach Crew?
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Atiana De La Hoya’s Makeup Game Proves That Cruelty-Free Is Beautiful
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Help Cut Out Animal Dissection in Your Classroom
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Your Sign to Save Animals
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Order This New peta2 Merch for Spring Break!
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Will You Be Part of peta2’s Summer Outreach Crew?
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Atiana De La Hoya’s Makeup Game Proves That Cruelty-Free Is Beautiful
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Help Cut Out Animal Dissection in Your Classroom
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subscribe for updates, contests, ways to help & more!

All fields in bold are mandatory.



First Name(Required) 

Last Name 

Date of Birth(Required)

Month



Day



Year




e-mail(Required)



tel. (mobile)

Untitled

By clicking, you agree to receive automated texts and calls from peta2 and accept our terms and conditions. Message and data rates may apply. U.S. mobile users only. You can opt out anytime.




Hidden
Country 

Hidden
Enews Opt-in

sign me up for peta2 e-mails




Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




 Current subscribers: You will continue to receive e-mail unless you explicitly opt out by clicking here.


By submitting this form, you’re acknowledging that you have read and agree to our privacy policy and agree to receive e-mails from us.



 


















we dream of a world where animals live free and are given the chance to feel joy, love, and comfort.
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there’s nothing more beautiful than being compas
 [image: there’s nothing more beautiful than being compassionate 💗 have compassion for animals by never buying products from companies that test on them!  you can make sure your fav products are made by cruelty-free companies using the database linked in our bio 🫶🐰]







this #Aries eclipse is pushing us to stand up for 
 [image: this #Aries eclipse is pushing us to stand up for animal rights and embrace our true selves✨🫶 let’s use this fiery energy to make a difference for animals! head to our bio to see what you should do based on your astrology sign🔮🖤]







fish feel pain, fear, and joy, just like we do! wh
 [image: fish feel pain, fear, and joy, just like we do! when fish are taken out of water, their gills often collapse and their swim bladders can even rupture from the sudden change in pressure 💔 most fish die terrified, suffocating, and in agony 😢 don’t be the cause of their suffering—leave their bodies off your plate 💕🐟]








[image: peta2’s virtual reality experience “Abduction”, which lets abductees experience what life is like for animals suffering in laboratories through the metaphor of an alien abduction, has been nominated for the internet’s most coveted award: The Webby!! help our life-saving work reach even more people by heading to our bio to vote for us now 👽💕]







ready to hit the road, make a difference, and have
[image: ready to hit the road, make a difference, and have the time of your life? if you’re passionate about animal rights, love music, and thrive on adventure, this is your chance! apply now in our bio 🐾🎶💗]







turtles are on the move this time of year 🐢💨
[image: turtles are on the move this time of year 🐢💨 save this guide so you can be prepared to help them 🫶]







both children and animals deserve safety and care 
 [image: both children and animals deserve safety and care 🐾💔 head to our bio to see how you can help animals used in films and TV]







@iamtabithabrown knows what’s up 😎🌱 did yo
 [image: @iamtabithabrown knows what’s up 😎🌱 did you know that, in the U.S., 121 million pigs a year are killed for their meat? try this carrot bacon that is equally as delicious and cruelty-free ☺️💕  happy international carrot day!]
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